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This document describes the new features, resolved issues, known issues and workarounds for  

DNA (D-Link Network Assistance). DNA is a Windows program that allows administrators to quickly discover 

all D-Link Smart Managed Switches and DDP (D-Link Discover Protocol) supported devices that are in the 

same subnet as the DNA. It also collects traps and log messages, and provides quick access to basic 

configuration of the switch.  

This DNA utility will be running via Chrome/Firefox/IE browsers in Windows OS. 
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Revision History 

Version Release Date Description 

4.0.0.19 2020/10/21 Support DDPv5 device 

Support “LANDAP” protocol in DNA 

Support Layer3 discovery rule settings 

Support DNA patch upgrade feature 

4.0.0.12 2018/07/13 Remove “LANDAP” protocol in DNA 

4.0.0.8. 2018/02/13 New Revison DNA utility  

3.0.2.7 2017/03/17 Modify the DNA devices support list link on introduction page 

then add this information in web link 

Remove “beta” wording in DNA version display 

3.0.2.3 2016/07/12 Add bug fixed items 

3.0.1.3 2016/03/16 Bug-fixed and move DNA data collection endpoint for AWS 

product (IP Camera series) 

3.0.0.4 2016/01/19 Added terms of service and bug fixes 

1.2.0.44 2015/12/09 First Release 

 

System Requirement 

Version Description 

CPU Intel Pentium 4 processor 1.3GHz or above 

Memory 512MB or above 

Disk Space 350MB or above 

Supported 

Operating 

System 

⚫ Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10  

Prerequisite 

Software 

⚫ Google Chrome V.44.0.2403 or above 

⚫ IE 11 browser or above 

⚫ Other Browser available for Windows OS 
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Installation Instructions  

1. Please go to the link: http://tools.dlink.com/intro/dna/ for new DNA download 
2. Execute “DNA 4.0.0.xx Installation” utility for DNA installation 

         
  

http://tools.dlink.com/intro/dna/
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3. Completed DNA installation 

4. Click “Launch a Browser to Manage the Network” to open a new browser(default option in Windows 

system) to execute DNA (D-Link Network Assistance) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Start to run the DNA (D-Link Network Assistance) via browser in Windows OS 
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New Features 

Version New Features 

4.0.0.19 

1. Support DDPv5 device 
2. Modify DDPv5 devices version formatd: DNA will display the DDP 

version in the “DDP v5 x.xx.xxx” format. 
3. Add one new"System Server Precedence" parameter in DDPv5 

requested packets 
4. Optimize the “Set Device Data-time” execution mechanism. The 

“Time zone format” can be defined by two modes: GMT format and 
Location format  

5. Support the Layer3 discovery rules 
6. Improve the mechanism for device discovery: DNA will analyse 

optional functions of DDPv5 devices 
7.  Improve the mechanisms for device type when execute the 

discovery. DNA can identify case insensitive in device type item 
8. Optimize the UI of Layer3 discovery rule settings 
9. Support multiple groups of NTP / SNTP Server 
10. Optimize the prompt message when users set an illegal length of 

password to devices. 
11. Update the supporting model list 
12. Modify the DNA running mode as windows service 
13. Support the LANDAP devices 
14. Optimize DNA upgrade feature. From version 4.0.0.19 or later, 

users execute the installation for upgrade instead of removing the 
previous version then reinstalling the new version 

4.0.0.12 

Remove “LANDAP” protocol in DNA 
Modify the wording ”漢語(繁體)”to “中文（繁體）” in the installation 
language select page  
Improve the “Discovery” function : When DNA send discover packets 
to devices, it will ignore the reply packets from LANDAP device 

4.0.0.8 
New Revison DNA utility (Chrome app - > Standalone utility running 
via default option Browser). All of feature are the same 3.0.2.7 

3.0.2.7 

Modify the DNA devices support list link on introduction page then add 
the information in web link(https://s3-us-west-
1.amazonaws.com/download-site/download-
file/DNA+support+list.html) 

3.0.2.3 NA 

3.0.1.3 Moved DNA data collection endpoint for AWS product 

3.0.0.4 Added D-Link Network Assistant Terms of Service 

1.2.0.44 First Release 
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Problem Fixed: 

Version Problems Fixed 

4.0.0.19 

1. The DNA utility “DNC_Controller.exe” show the incorrect software 
version[HQ20200803000008] 

2. DNA failed to discover the DWC-2000 [HQ20200723000010] 
3. Fixed the max input length for the SNMP community/view name  
4. Fixed the specified time zone information when user configure in GMT 

format 
5. DNA display incorrect tip message when users set an invalid IP address 

to device 
6. The sort by IP feature in the inventory page cannot work 
7. Fixed the failure when DNA read dada.DAT file 
8. Fixed to show time zone format for DDP 0.26 device 
9. The patch installation failed to run if users run the DNA 4.0.0.12 ~ 

4.0.0.17 installation packages [DBG20090657] 

10. The content display of the "FW ver" and "SN" columns in the device list 
sometimes will overlap [DBG20090612] 

4.0.0.12 
The firmware file name failed to be displayed when batch upgrade the 
devices firmware with DNA 
Failed to configure the time zone in DGS-1510 A1 

4.0.0.8 

1. The change language tool couldn’t work well on the IE 11 browser, 
sometimes it failed to pop-up the language select box 
2. The country settings in system fail to be saved 
3. There was no digital signature in the DNA uninstallation 
4. The uninstallation shown incorrect characters when it run on the 
traditional Chinese language OS 
5. DNA wizard cannot be closed on IE 11 

3.0.2.7 
1. Remove “beta” wording in DNA version display 
2. Feedback feature could not work 

3.0.2.3 

1. Fixed “Batch Reset” bug: Batch Reset function can’t work 
[DBG16050178] 
2. Fixed typo error in tips message : “Succesfully” should be corrected as 
“Successfully” [DBG16050177] 
3. Fixed compatibility issue: DNA(Chrome) can’t work when Chrome is 
version 51.0.2704.106 [HQ20160622000015] 
4. Fixed a bug in DNA(Chrome) time settings page: When device uses 0.26 
DDP protocol, NTP/SNTP IPV4 type cannot be displayed 

3.0.1.3 

1. Fixed time zone issue: DNA can’t parse correct time zone setting in 
certain time zone  
2. Corrected the wording "credentials" in the menu of "Add credential" and 
"Clear credential" 
3. Fixed date time issue:  When DNA Chrome work with the device which 
uses the DDP 0.26 or later version, the date time information will be 
incorrect 
4. Fixed the issue of device password change feature: when execute DNA 
Chrome in first time, user can’t change device password via DNA Chrome 
5. The Country in Global Settings will change back to default value 
(default :United states) after re-open DNA Chrome 

3.0.0.4 

1. DNA sometimes cannot automatically scan network in the beginning. 
2. DNA does not show the warning message when the port 69 has been 
used. 
3. DNA is able to change the device password with special characters but 
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the new password will not be used in the web GUI of device. 

1.2.0.44 First Release 
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Known Issues 

Version Issues Work Around 

4.0.0.19 NA NA 

4.0.0.12 NA NA 

4.0.0.8 NA NA 

3.0.2.7 NA NA 

3.0.2.3 NA NA 

3.0.1.3 NA NA 

3.0.0.4 NA NA 

1.2.0.44 

1. DNA may not discover devices 
correctly when installed PC has two 
network interface cards. 
2. DNA may pop out a failure message 
after user completed the time setting 
in batch. 

1. It needs to close DNA and open it 
again.  
2. Device time was successfully 
changed even the DNA show failure 
message. User can temporarily ignore 
it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Related Documentation: 

- DNA(D-Link Network Assistance) User Manual v3.0 (draft) 

 
 

 


